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Outline
• Change in the technology landscape
– Process Technology & Modeling
• Going pro
– Getting hired & having a successful
career
• Implications for Graduate Education

Modeling Challenges
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Atomistic Physics
•
•

•

affects device operation
& variation
must include wave & spin
of electrons
calculate properties for
novel materials
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Die-level Characteristics
•
•

Assess performance of
novel circuits and
devices
Yield, Reliability &
Packaging
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Complexity
•
•
•

Process flow &
design
Data explosion
Impacts metrology,
factory automation &
design verification,
emulation

“Less traditional” Theoretical expertise
in demand for Process Technology
•
•
•
•
•

Atomistic device physics, including magnetism & spin,
phase change
Computational Chemistry & Materials
Imaging/Computational Geometry
Compact Modeling of Reliability Physics
High Performance Computing
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What’s needed to start a career
#1 Grad School!
• Gives depth, shows curiosity & motivation
• Thesis good practice for technology problems

Important for all degrees
• Good grades
• Strong foundation in core classes
• Understanding your thesis

M.S.

Ph.D.

• Experimental job: thesis
• Theoretical jobs: specific skills,
design, device physics, coding

• A few quality publications
• Theoretical jobs: depth &
relevance to experiment
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What’s needed…
#2 Communication skills
• Technology not developed by lone wolves

– Important throughout career
• Interview: your communication will be gauged
– Can you connect with non-experts
– How you handle Q&A

Learn to be well spoken
• Communication skills are not built in a day
• Practice through teaching, presenting, group projects
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Challenges Working Engineers Face
Top 3:
3) Staying technically current
• Not as difficult in research positions
• Many online resources

2) Communication (always a WIP)
• Important throughout career
• Technical folks expected to influence bigger decisions

1) Maintaining passion, in whatever job you choose
•
•
•
•

Passion is the fuel for all you future successes
Successful folks continue to work hard after their degree
Find a job that you are excited about
Probe the job & work culture before joining (i.e. ask Employers & friends)
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Suggestions for Higher Education
What NOT to change:
1) Emphasis on fundamentals - don’t short-change core
courses & skills for alluring new topics
2) Thesis research – process/skills more important than specific
topic

What TO Change:
1) Convince more students to attend grad school –
engineering is missing out on a lot of diverse talent
2) Attention to skills that are waning - SW development
3) Nurture stronger communication skills – create more
opportunities to exercise communication/collaborate

4) Mentor students on career aspirations
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